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Act1: 
Name:  
                Wet the nose campaign.

The campaign is called Wet the nose because it is a play on the NGO’s name, 

Wetnose. Also, a dog is considered healthy when they have a wet nose, therefor 

the campaign name supports what it is trying to achieve, getting a higher rating of 

investment into their initiative by encouraging people to wet the nose, meaning 

helping the animals out. 

Slogan:  
                    What is your paw print? 

The slogan is based on the term carbon footprint, but instead its paw print, 

insinuating the question, “How much do you invest in caring for animals”.

Channels:  
                          Facebook 

                          Instagram

                          Website

                          Application

                          Radio Metro FM



Justification of channels 
Facebook

Wetnose’s strongest platform is Facebook, for the reason that they don’t have an 

instagram platform. Therefor marketing to their already converted consumers will 

help to kick start the campaign and motivate word of mouth promoting. Facebook 

also targets the older generation X who are more active on Facebook than 

instagram, 65% of generation X people say they prefer facebook ("The Most 

Popular Social Networks With Millennials, Gen X, and Baby Boomers", 2019). 

Instagram

Wetnose does not have an Instagram page, therefor one of the campaign goals will 

be to create an Instagram page, having the campaign as the first content will make 

for strong first content. Instagram is also mainly used by millennials (Benson, 

2018), therefor reaching a second age group to engage. 

Website

A website is the final goal of a business when using cross channel marketing. 

Wetnose has a strong brand presence on their website. This will allow for creating a 

microsite that is well complimented by the rest of the website. The website will also 

act as a live measurement showcasing interaction rates, encouraging the target 

audience to motivate each other to engage because it displays the reality of the 

minimal support Wetnose receives. 

Application

Introducing an application to the campaign allows for a convenient platform to 

engagement, acting as a central hub for all contributions an individual can make. 

Achieving high levels of engagement on such a campaign can prove difficult as the 

consumer decision making process is influenced by elements such as financial 

capability, time and priorities. Therefor, the application will replace the physical 

presence required of the individual to actively invest contribute to the NGO’s cause, 



as explained in the campaign description, the application will allow for direct money 

transfers to Wetnose, donations also have a transactional system but delivery of the 

donations are done through sponsors who can get to Wetnose. The only aspect 

that requires physical presence of the contributing individuals are the volunteer 

work, however these people will be able to book their slots via the application and 

will know that they can put that time aside for volunteer work. 

Radio

This platform is apart of the campaign for the reasons that this form of traditional 

marketing is done during specified times lots, thus being in the target audiences 

immediate environment, this channel also eliminates a level of choice, the audience 

cannot choose when they they will hear the advertisement, therefor acting as a 

reminder of the ongoing online campaign. 



Attribution models applicable to the campaign 

Last interaction attribution model 

This attribution model is very applicable to this campaign as there are multiple 

channels that could be responsible for engagement, due to the campaign being 

mostly digital, one can capture accurate data which can be tracked with cookies 

and source codes that tells the marketer accurately where engagement originated 

from, which call to action on which platform was the strongest , this can thus 

motivate for a lift on a channel if necessary. This can also determine where the 

major target audience lies to convert and maintain consumers ("Attribution 

modeling overview - Analytics Help", 2019). 

Future budgeting advantages 
By applying one the above mentioned attribution models, the marketers will be able 

to place value on platforms and channels to determine where future costs need to 

be prioritised above others. eg. Facebook is already strong for Wetnose, a wise 

decision based on the attribution models could possibly be to invest more in 

developing their Instagram following and engagement.  



Target Audience:  
The target audience for the Wetnose campaign is targeted at both male and females 
considering the necessary demographics , the campaign is also aimed at Millennials and 
Generation X groups. Millennials includes the people born between 1982 and 2004 and 
Generation X include the people born between 1965 and 1984 (Bump, 2014). 

Millennials are known to be the primary pet-owning demographic out of all the 
demographic groups (Gazdik, 2018) and Millennials seem to be adopting more pets 
(Oglesby, 2018) and adopting a pet can reduce stress and related issues, it can also give 
you a sense of purpose ("Pet Adoption and Recovery Resources", n.d.). 

Generation X is the second largest demographic that spends a total of 27,6% on their pets 
(Gibbons, 2015). 67% Of South African children consider their pets as their best friends 
and 72% of the South African families laugh once a day at their pet just because of 
something that they did ("Is pet 'parenting' driving SA industry growth? - Insight Survey", 
2018). 

South Africa is known to be a dog country according to Roberto A. Ferdman and 
Christopher Ingraham which has a total of 9.1 million dogs and 2.4 million cats (Ferdman & 
Ingraham, 2014). Looking at the platforms that Wetnose chooses to market the campaign 
on is Facebook, Instagram and Radio. 

The usage patterns (devices choosen to engage on, the times that they are active online, 
and the forms of media that they engage with) of social media between these two 
demographic groups reflect each other very closely when it comes to the dominant social 
platforms (Smith, 2016). 

Wetnose’s Margin Of Error are computer uses with no access to phones as majority (78%) 
of South Africa relies heavily on Mobile phones ("The Digital Landscape in South Africa 
2017", n.d.). (Margin of error = remarketing)

Most popular social media platform for Generation X and Millennials is Facebook (Nanji, 
2017). 88% Of Millennials own a Facebook account, compared to 81% of Generation X’ers 



owning a Facebook account (Smith, 2016). Millennials loves Instagram according to a 
recent study by Pew Internet (Dougherty, n.d.) although Instagram has a much smaller 
audience in the 35-54 target audience, there is only 27% of its users that are seen as 
Generation X ("Gen X and Social Media: Stuck in the Middle", 2014). Therefore, Wetnose 
has chosen these platforms in order to create more brand awareness that will hopefully get 
these pets a loving home. 

http://pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Reports/2012/PIP_OnlineLifeinPictures.pdf
http://pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Reports/2012/PIP_OnlineLifeinPictures.pdf


Campaign description: 
Wet the nose campaign is aimed at creating realtime brand awareness and 

generating funds. The campaign’s main essence is to have real engagement 

between the target audience and Wetnose. The campaign will be launched from 

Facebook and Instagram simultaneously. Facebook will have a video as part of the 

advertisement range, the Video is introducing our dog, Pip the pug. Instagram will 

have a series of posts along with 2 paid advertisements. The series of posts will be 

still images of the video with copy writing communicating what is communicated on 

the facebook videos audio. The series of posts and the video introduce Pip and how 

he was found and taken care of.

 The paid adds on instagram are to promote the campaign, once in the beginning 

and secondly in the middle of the campaign timeline to act as a second wave for 

creating a hype. Both the video and paid adds on Facebook and Instagram will will 

take the viewer straight to the App Store to download the campaign app. 

The platforms will also be able to take the viewer straight tot the website using a 

micro site. This page on the website will show individuals registered on the 

application and showcasing their engagement ranking based on how much they 

interact and unlock on the application. The website will have the campaign goals for 

the amount of food donated, volunteering and adoption rates. 

The app will be a game, once the app is downloaded the visitor will be asked if they 

are a child or adult. The child option will be educational based, thus educating the 

future target market. The child option will include games and quizzes to teach 

children how to take care of animals, what is healthy for them amongst other 

aspects. 

The adult option will open a customer profile page form, here the individual will 

create their profile including information such as what province they reside in and 



how many animals they have. This will help determine what animal is best suited for 

that individual. Once that information is captured, the lead generated will be locked 

in and campaign nurturing can start to take place. The individual can now choose a 

pet from a catalogue, these app pets are profiled to actual animals at the Wetnose 

rescue centre’s.

 The individual can then decide if they want to feed their virtual pet, care for the pet 

or adopt the pet. If they choose the option to feed the pet they will be asked how 

much they want to feed the dog, That amount will then go to one of the sponsors 

and the sponsors will deliver the food to the shelter. 

If the individual chooses the care option, they can then choose what type of care 

products they want to provide, this will include things such as beds, blankets and 

toys, once they have assembled this list, it will give them the total price and they 

can purchase these products, which then go to Wetnose. If the individual chooses 

adopt, they can be given a list of animals that are suitable for them which is 

determined based on the profiles they created. They can then choose a pet and 

request to have their home inspected for the adoption process. Finally, if they 

choose the volunteer option, they can book a time they would like to go volunteer at 

wetnose. 

All these real engagements on the app will give the the individual a rating, and as 

they progress they evolve their digital dog’s evolution stages. By sharing progress 

they can unlock decorative elements for their online dog, motivating user generated 

content conveniently pre assembled by the Wetnose application. All the channels, 

Facebook, Instagram and the application will take the individuals straight to the 

website. The website will have a micro site dedicated to the campaign, this site will 

display they goals for each section, Feeding, caring, volunteering and adopting.



 As the actual engagements progress the bars on the site will progress as well. It 

will also show the top ranking individuals who donate the most, creating a 

competitive drive for the consumers. 

The customer profiles created will include the option to agree to receiving direct 

emails. The first email will be rule based to be send out once the profile is 

completed, this email will thank them for joining and give a list of “open days” at 

Wetnose that they can book and attend. This is a subtle first direct communication, 

as they interact the campaign will be nurtured with further emails that give offers 

such as “if you adopt a pet in the time of the campaign, you will receive a month 

where you can take your pet to the Wetnose vet for free ”, if it is clear that the 

member is apart of a family emails can be send out to them that offer free horse 

riding lessons or care seminars they can attend. 

Finally, the margin of error are individuals in the market who do not have access to 

a phone as the campaign is aimed at cellphone users, due to most online 

interactions occurring on cellphones in South Africa ("THE DIGITAL LANDSCAPE 

IN SOUTH AFRICA 2017", 2017). Therefor the website will also have donate 

buttons at the bottom of the bars that illustrate the campaigns progress. These 

individuals can also create profiles on the website instead of the application so that 

they may also take part in the individual engagement rating competition. 



Baseline psychographics metrics to establish initial 
brand awareness 

We conducted a survey to see where the brand awareness lies for Wetnose. The 

following are the results. 

The first question was aimed at seeing where the core brand awareness stands, 

the results showcase 24 out of 25 respondents said they know the Wenose brand 

as an NGO. This means the frequency will not have to be done at an overwhelming 

rate because there is an established level of brand awareness. The campaign 

needs to extend the reach of brand awareness. 

Fig.1. Question1, Survey Monkey. 



 The second question was aimed at establishing whether people know what the 

brand does, thus confirming that the individuals who know the brand is receiving 

consistent communication about how the brand functions and places itself amongst 

competitors. 

The third question aims at establishing a baseline for understanding where people 

are finding out about the brand, although their strongest platform is Facebook, the 

promotional value of the brand reaches across platforms, both digital and 

traditional. The responses from the 25 respondents are on the following page. 

Fig.2. Question2, Survey Monkey. 

Fig.3. Question3, Survey Monkey. 



The responses can be categorised according to word of mouth, digital and cant 

remember. 

 

The responses show a high rating of 15 people who found out about Wetnose 

through word of mouth. This means there are high chances for the campaign to go 

viral via word of mouth. 



Question 4 shows that people take time to volunteer or either do nothing, as those 

two have the highest ratings. Donations and adoption have an equally low rating, 

thus supporting that Wetnose needs an increase in sales as they are low on 

supplies

. 

Fig4. Question4, Survey Monkey. 



Budget:  
EXPENSE COST/ IN_TEXT

Instragram

Page posts free
Boosted ads R100 per/day x 30 days

IN_TEXT ("Instagram", 2019)

Facebook

Page posts free

Boosted ads $1/per day x 30 days

IN_TEXT ("Boosting Posts on Facebook: All Your Burning 
Questions Answered", 2019)

App creation

Development R120 000-R880 000

Wireframe -+R20 000

Design R14 000-R50 000

Hosting R4000/per year

Website handling R30 000-R100 000

Developer account $25 once off

IN_TEXT ("How much does app development cost? 
Infographic", 2019) 
("How much does it cost to develop an app in South 
Africa? - Internet UPstart", 2019)

Radio: Metro FM

Advertising R21 600/per 30 days (07:00-08:00; monday-friday)

R19 560/per 30 days (17:00-18:00; monday-friday)

IN_TEXT (2019 
("Community radio in South Africa", 2019)

Analytics

Google analytics free

IN_TEXT (Acabal, 2019)

Campaign management

Part-Time marketer R 4 500 per/30days

IN_TEXT Pink Room marketing quote

TOTAL -+R237 430-R1 103 430



Frequency: 
Facebook and Instagram will, as mentioned before, be launched at the same time. 

Their posts and boosted posts will be posted across the span of the first 3 weeks as 

seen bellow. The radio adds will start in week 3, therefor any person visiting the 

online pages will have content to refer to by this time. Finally the last boosted 

instagram post will be released at the end of week 3. It is important to keep in mind 

that during this time the radio acts as a daily reminder, boosted posts will keep 

reaching new audiences and once leads generated are confirmed they will receive 

direct emails. Finally the user generated content created via the application is also 

a marketing element. 

Theory based benefits: 
 

According to Facebook business, a good amount of posting, is “ a frequency cap of 

2 per week capturing 95% of the total potential brand lift”("Effective Frequency: 

Reaching Full Campaign Potential", 2016). Therefor, if you refer to page 11 And 12, 

you will see the timeline for posting is capped at 2 posts a week, and only two 

promoted posts for increasing reach. 



Week 1 timeline 

Week 2 timeline  

Week 3 timeline 

Week 4 timeline 

Week 5 timeline 

Week 6 timeline 

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Facebook 8 AM Video

Instagram Post 1 Boosted 
post

Post 2

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Facebook

Instagram Post 3 Post 4

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Facebook

Instagram Post 5 Post 6 Boosted 
post 2

Radio 
Metro FM

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Facebook

Instagram

Radio 
Metro FM

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

Facebook

Instagram

Radio 
Metro FM

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday



Facebook

Instagram

Radio 
Metro FM

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 

7 - 8 AM

5 - 6 PM 



Act 2: 
How they will find the campaign :  
• facebook video marketed

• Instagram posts boosted

• Radio add

• User generated content. 

Traffic control:  
Scheduled interactions 

“Relies on information provided to individual customers. Automated systems allow 

monthly newsletter, statements or reports to be pre-set and sent without the manual 

intervention of a marketer (2008, pg 87)”. Scheduled interactions will help navigate 

the individuals and keep them up to date without having to send out emails 

manually.

Rule based direct marketing 

“The value of direct marketing lies in the customer centricity of the approach, 

customers receive information which applies to them. Automated systems allow rule 

based direct marketing to take place without the intervention of a marketer (2008, 

pg 87)”. Rule based will help control where people need to get directed to 

depending on their actions. 



Event-based direct marketing 

“Some forms of direct marketing are even more customised. Think of the log-in 

notification many banks send customers when they log in from a new device or the 

message they receive when a large transaction takes place on their credit card. 

Such messages would not be possible for organisations with thousands of clients if 

it were not for the automations thereof (2008, pg 87)”. This will allow for a history 

profile that people can also refer back to such as transactions going through.  



Act 3: 
Software: Google Analytics

- Main engagement focus in bold
- Other engagement measurements also regarded in regular fond

Instagram

Engagement: Clicking on the link

                       Liking

                       Comment

Tracking:  Sourcecode to Application (Instapaws)

Facebook

Engagement: Clicking on the link

                       Liking

                       Comment

                       45 seconds into 1 minute video 

Tracking:  Sourcecode to Application (Facepaws) 

Application

Engagement: user generated content (with application assistance)

                       Do they feed (ratings showcased on website)

                       Do they care (ratings showcased on website)

                       Do they volunteer (ratings showcased on website)

                       Do they Adopt (ratings showcased on website)

Tracking: linked to website results shown



Website 

Engagement: Campaign Limited to error margin donating on the site



                       Did the error margin create customer profiles

Tracking: Cookies

Viral referrals

As the individual progresses on the application, they will be prompted to share their 

progress with a post generated by the application, which they can also edit, and to 

post it on either Facebook or Instagram. 

Word of mouth, with help from the radio advertisement, will also push towards the 

campaign going viral. 



Act 4 



Act 5 
Lead nurturing  

Lead nurturing will be done through direct emails, personalised to each person with 

analytics from gathered through web analytics software platforms. Examples of this 

are throughout the campaign links.

Application registration  

Once a person has created an account and filled in different demographic and 

psychographics data under the adult option of the app an email will be sent to them 

thanking them for agreeing to take part in the initiative and provide a list of dates for 

open days, events and seminars. Thus giving them the information generally 

shared to try and create engagement by using that traditional method. This is a 

marketing back up for engagement, and it is always safe to have a simple 

traditional element. 

Payment to the NGO 

Once a person has sent money, donation and volunteering, they will receive an 

email confirming that Wetnose has received the donation or funds. And if they 

volunteered they will receive a thank you email thanking them for the time they took 

to give the animals love.  



Act 6 
The final lead for customer conversion is the link across platforms that take you to 

download the application. This link is on the paid advertisements on Instagram, all 6 

posts will mention a link in the bio that also takes you to download the application. 

The Website will also have a button that takes you to download the application, the 

link on the website accommodates for the margin of error. 



Radio Script 

Is your child looking for a new BFF and tired of the ones at school that create too 

much drama in their little lives? Or are you looking to bring a little bit more giggles 

into your family’s house during the day? Did you know that 67% of South African 

children consider their pets their best friend and 72% of South African families 

laugh at least once a day because of something that their pet did. Be part of those 

percentages and check out the App Store for the Wet The Nose App to adopt a pet 

that is in desperate need for a new best friend or a family that they can make their 

days just a little bit brighter by bringing in the giggles.



Video script for Facebook 
Scene One. 
Bring in Pip the Pug. 
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Two.  
Feed him. 
 Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Three. 
Wash him. 
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Four.  
Check for ticks. 
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Five.  
Brush teeth. 
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Six. 
Cut nails. 
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Seven.  
Vaccinate.  
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Eight. 
Get him some exercise.  
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Nine. 
Play with him.  
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 

Scene Ten.  
Interact with the different dogs so that he can have some social skills.  
Medium wide shot  
Close up shot 



Process screenshots for Instagram pos 





Process screenshots for Facebook video.

 

Green screening

Self recorded

Logo for app at the end self made



Process screenshots for Radio add. 

Screenshot is limited to one step because it is only over a background for visual 

purposes and cutting of sound clips. 



Grammarly  report 
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